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Background

• Previous randomized trials report that pulmonary vein isolation is more effective in preventing atrial fibrillation (AF) than antiarrhythmic drugs, but effects on AF burden is unclear as no trial used continuous cardiac rhythm monitoring (ICM, implantable cardiac monitor).

• Up-to-date no AF ablation trial used Quality of Life (QoL) as primary end-point even though main indication for AF ablation is symptom relief.
  – Instead, 30 sec AF recurrences used as primary endpoint – hardly a relevant measure of successful therapy.

The purpose was therefore to clarify these issues by using QoL as primary end-point and ICM to assess treatment effects on AF burden
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Key points about methods

- Prospective, randomized, multicenter, and controlled trial including patients with symptomatic paroxysmal or persistent AF who failed at most 1 antiarrhythmic drug or a beta-blocker.
- An implantable cardiac monitor (ICM) implanted before randomisation to assess AF burden. Effects on QoL as primary endpoint, symptoms and AF burden assessed by ICM and compared between the two randomized treatment strategies, pulmonary vein isolation or antiarrhythmic drugs.

Diagram:
- **ICM**: Incl.
- **R**: Run-in 2 mo
- **Ablation**
- **Drug**
- **FU**: 3, 6, 9, 12, 48 mo
Results

- QoL with general health as primary endpoint and symptoms improved significantly more with ablation than with drugs at 12 months.
- There was no difference in magnitude of reduced AF burden between treatment groups at 12 months follow up.
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Conclusions

• Using QoL as primary end-point we demonstrated that pulmonary vein isolation is significantly more effective than antiarrhythmic drugs in a mixed population of paroxysmal and persistent AF patients, even at an early stage of their disease.

• Reduction in AF burden (ICM) was numerically larger in the ablation than in the antiarrhythmic drug group but the change from baseline did not reach statistical significance between treatment groups.

• Other mechanisms than effects on AF burden may explain the better improvement of QoL and symptoms with ablation than with drugs.

• Complication rates between treatment groups comparable